Exploring the human habitat
Contextual inquiry into everyday sustainability

prepared for

• This project was launched in early 2007 when I was working at WWFAustralia (i.e. it’s not a Zumio project)
• Digital Eskimo produced, designed and developed the site
• The site is no longer operational as described in this presentation

• Future is Man Made campaign - creative developed by Leo Burnett
• Advertising campaign + campaign website
• Limited engagement
• Didn’t give people something they could do
• Targeted urban market
• e.g. People that recycled, but didn’t consider themselves “greenies” but
were concerned for the environment

Conversation
Image: aturkus @ http://flickr.com/photos/aturkus/1555651794/sizes/l/
• Site refresh aimed to “join the conversation”
• Encourage deeper engagement with supporters

• Informed by the ideas outlined in Seth Godin’s “Flipping the funnel”
ebook
• First step for WWF into social media
• Launched just before Earth Hour 2007 - Earth Hour has since taken
social media engagement much further
• Provide supporters a forum to engage, interact and spread the word
Further reading:
• Seth Godin - Flipping the funnel:

http://tinyurl.com/ae5ll

?
• What will it look like?

Who are our participants?

Image: fulmini & saette @ flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/
fulminiesaette/54924868/sizes/l/
• We wanted to understand participant needs and wants so that we
could...

Aiming here

WWF’s
goals & values

• Match WWF’s objectives with their needs

Participants’
attention &
needs

“Human Habitat”

• Human Habitat contextual inquiry project used a variety of research methods to answer
questions:
• What does "sustainability" mean for you?
• What are the motivations/drivers towards sustainable behaviour?
• How does sustainability fit into the everyday?
• What are the barriers to living more sustainably?
• What resources/tools (esp. online) would help you to live more sustainably?
• Small group of research participants
Image: ‘. SantiMB .’ on flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/smb_flickr/2692778441/

Research methods

Image: CannonGod @ flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/cannongod/
3749758602/sizes/m/
• Methods included:
• Interviews
• Diaries
• Prompted responses
• Demographic research
• Research on behaviour change, peer influence etc.
• and contextual inquiry
• I’ll be focusing mostly on...

Mobile diaries

Image: Leeks on flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/observatoryleak/3187926964/
• Packs to users with mobile phone, video camera, diaries, directions on activities, relevant gifts (part of activities) etc.
• SMS, photos, video (from camera), video from low-cost video camera
• SMS prompts for specific in-situ questions
• Prior to current technologies (Flip cameras, easy posting to blogs such as Posterous or Tumblr)
• “data reflects the perspective of those for whom the technology is intended. Participants have control over data collection and interpretation, and are able to select
information that they consider relevant and important. This reinforces their role as a contributor, rather than a research subject.”
• Results: “inspirational and informational” - inspired creative responses. Data collected that would not be possible in traditional interview context
• Considered ethnographic-style research previously, incorporating into project budget meant we could do it
• Some surprises... (things we didn’t know)
Penny Hagen presented a paper “Engaging with stakeholders: Mobile Diaries for social design” on this technique at DUX07 - also available on slideshare:
http://www.slideshare.net/pennyhagen/engaging-with-stakeholders-mobile-diaries-for-social-design-presentation

Not too green...

Image: tochis on flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/tochis/
3504860019/
• Participants wanted to do the right thing
• Didn’t necessarily talk about what they were doing because they didn’t
want to be seen as “a greenie”

Maintain sense
of anonymity

Image: Carlo Nicora at flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/fchouse/
2456433529/
• Related to previous point
• Design used first names only
• De-prioritised avatars/profiles etc.

The
importance
of play

Photo: Jeff Kubina on flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/kubina/
185188456/
• Especially for families - how to involve the kids? Positive reinforcement for family through fun
• Bokashi bin example
• Insight resulted in a new category for the site
It also helped us confirm (and have confidence) in our assumptions/
hypotheses...

Image: climatesafety.org - http://www.flickr.com/photos/
28876835@N02/3268622567/
• Easy to be overwhelmed with the facts and figures
• Hard to know what individually we can do

Ampliﬁcation
eﬀect

Image: iStockphoto - licensed for use.
• Show the “amplification effect” - linking individual action to collective
results

Interest &
relevance

Image: Unhindered by Talent at flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/
nicmcphee/267333555/
• Encourage contributions - about our community, not about “us”
• Categories developed around identified interest areas
• People need to be supported where they’re at - resulted in “ratings”
system for how hard an action is

Convenience & quality

Image: Helene Smith at flickr - http://www.flickr.com/photos/helenesmith/
2868862121/
• People aren’t willing to sacrifice convenience or quality for
sustainability - making it easier to find the right things
• Aimed to facilitate people supporting each other
• Community guidelines updated to allow commercial postings (with
disclosure and relevance) - part of helping people find solutions

• Based on the WordPress platform
• Home page focused on community contributions
• Resulted in a categorisation system that mapped to areas of interest
and difficulty level
• Encouraged contributions from community
• Moderated community (not true “user generated content”)

• Continued “mobile diary” concept to encourage participants to
contribute photos, videos etc. via social media tools (Flickr, YouTube)

• Informal channel - enabled “guest blogging”/ideas etc.
• Secondary blog contained content not directly related to ideas and tips
- e.g. pointers to other blogs, mentions of WWF campaigns etc. - second
blog = “us” (WWF), primary blog/home = “community”
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New to live local? Here's how it works…
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Browse others' experiments.
Comment, ask questions,
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Groups
Subscribe to this

Live process
demonstrating
political altruism

Living local, two hours
a week

Sally McGeoch

Follow live local on twitter

Help native bees
posted by simon cook

posted by Bettina Frankham

posted by deb boutland

Sustainability St at
Clovelly Child Care

Create your account
Already a member? Sign in

Mo' money, mo'
problems?
30 October 2009

Bedroom Herb &
Vegetable Garden
posted by Dave Gravina

http://livelocal.org

From the department of largescale, experimental, voluntary
denial-of-something-or-other (a
topic this blog seems to love!)
here's another impressive project:
giving up money.
Read on

Less is more; Zero is
more still

Milson Community
Garden

Magazine Share

20 October 2009

posted by Rob Aston

The New York Times has a nice
read about communities,
organisations, parks and facilities
that have moved toward zero
waste.

• Site has evolved since launch to a very different focus, no longer based
on this work
• Live Local is the “spiritual successor” to the project
• Dave Gravina from Digital Eskimo will be talking about that in the next
session
posted by Radica Raeves

Sustainability Street
Approach Comes To
Phillip Bay!!
posted by Gregory Olsen

Permaculture East
Comes To Phillip
Bay!!

Recent comments

mini-chooks

posted by Heidi McElnea

InsideOut: Seedling
Update & Support.

posted by Gregory Olsen

Read on

posted by natalie rowland

Milson Community Garden
Beautiful pictures...
1 hour ago

Worldwide Neighbourhood
Block Party!
Hi Gillian, Did you...
6 hours ago

Live process demonstrating
political altruism
please put ideas...
18 hours ago
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Questions & discussion

Image: Charles Chan @ http://flickr.com/photos/charles_chan/544022867/
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